
Year 3 Term 1B Week 1 Spelling Task

1. We                                      arrived at our destination.

2. The baby was                                        placed into the crib.

3. I                                        suggest that you change your mind.

4. Would you                                        pass the bowl?

5. I                                        don’t enjoy eating cakes.

6. The spy                                        reported his findings.

7. The soldier stepped                                        onto the battlefield.

8. We need to bring the washing in                                       !

9. Polly                                        gave a flower to her mother.

10.  The commuter                                        pushed into the queue.

End of test



1. The new child fit in                                        with their classmates.

2. An old lady                                        walks up a hill.

3. Firemen                                        battled the raging blaze.

4. Gary                                        tripped over a stone.

5. The children                                        painted pictures.

6. Thor                                        slammed his hammer.

7. I                                        asked for another piece of cake.

8. Farooq                                        devoured the entire pizza.

9. My dad                                        naps on the couch every evening.

10. I’d                                        go on another school trip.

End of test

Year 3 Term 1B Week 2 Spelling Task
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1.  We                                        stroked the puppy.

2. The trip went                                        wrong.

3. It is                                        not a good idea to do that.

4. Malala                                        accepted the award.

5. The new King                                        announced his reign.

6. I sat                                        upon the new sofa.

7. I can                                        arrive between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m.

8. I’m                                        sorry for the inconvenience.

9. It is                                        unfortunate that you cannot come.

10. The chocolate cake was                                        divine.

End of test

Year 3 Term 1B Week 3 Spelling Task
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1.  The missing sock                                        appeared!

2.  My favourite team                                        lost the game.

3. The performance ended                                      .

4.  We                                        searched for the missing child.

5.  Muzafar                                        gave Joe the answers.

6. We                                        arrived at the destination.

7.  The two friends                                        entertained us.

8. I                                        broke my mum’s vase.

9. My aunt and uncle                                        visit our house.

10. I’m                                        impressed that you managed to finish it.

End of test

Year 3 Term 1B Week 4 Spelling Task
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1. I                                        appreciate what you have done.

2.  We must attend school                                      .

3. Simon                                        complimented Dina.

4. The thief                                        sneaked past security.

5. The Prime Minister                                        announced the changes.

6. I                                        disagree with what you have said.

7. The important document was                                        signed.

8. The humorous man joked                                       .

9. I                                        hid behind my friend.

10. Do you                                        understand the instructions?

End of test

Year 3 Term 1B Week 5 Spelling Task
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1.  I have a lovely                                        of friends.

2. I don’t wish to                                        rude.

3.  What time will you                                      ?

4. I will                                        to play my game when I get home.

5.  Do you                                        that aliens exist?

6. He                                        walks to the bus stop.

7. Are you able to                                        the thief?

8. I took a deep                                        and jumped into the pool.

9. A group of                                        met in the town centre.

10. My                                        has not increased since I was 12 years old.

End of test

Year 3 Term 1B Week 6 Spelling Task
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